Digital forces of social, omni-channel shopping, and retail technology are creating wave after wave of interconnected risks
Changing customer
Technology has given rise to a new kind of connected consumer and worker causing
retail organizations to fundamentally rethink almost every aspect of their operations

Strategic risks
Affect reputation, competitive
position, and brand image

Financial risks

Connected consumers

27%
of executives identify
social media as the most
important risk over the
next three years1

Affect earnings, share price,
profitability, or other key financial
metrics

Socially
Technologically

Regulations

Behaviorally

<25%
of companies monitor most
risks continuously; only
about 1/5th continually
monitor reputational risk1

Extended enterprise

Retail
technology
Social
business

Social sites

$7.1M

Information technology risks

Cyber threats

Trademark infringement

Organized crime

Intellectual property theft

Impersonation

Copyright violations

Privacy

Defamation

As digital drives a richer customer
experience, retailers are meeting
ever-escalating demands for virtual
interaction – but are they catching
all the risks?
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“Aftershock: Adjusting to the new world of risk management,”
Deloitte and Forbes Insights, 2012
“Cost of a Data Breach,” Ponemon Institute, 2011

Governance
and organization
Where
to start?

Affect ability to comply with laws,
regulations, and reporting
requirements

Evaluate your digital risk readiness by asking questions across these dimensions:
Ownership - Do you know what digital activity you own and how others use your brand online?
Alignment - Is your digital activity aligned with your business objectives?
Operations - Have you set the rules of engagement with digital through the appropriate policies and procedures?
Assurance - Do you regularly monitor the performance and compliance aspects of your digital footprint?

Sources of digital risk
Regulations
Are changing so rapidly that it’s
difficult to keep up.

Cybercrime
Is widespread, aggressive, and increasingly
sophisticated – both from theft of personal
data as well as exposing corporate practices
and damaging reputations.

Security, privacy, and data protection
Is an even greater imperative. especially
given consumers’ willingness to share
more personal information.

Customer experience
Poses new challenges in managing and
monitoring online experiences and improving
conversion of “interest” to “purchase”.

Governance and organizational silos
Often don’t include digital activities, making it
harder to launch new and monitor performance
and compliance aspects of their digital assets.

Technology transitions
Require continuous online and application
availability as well as coordination across
merchandising channels.
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Regulatory and compliance risks

Retail digital risks

Learn more at
www.deloitte.com/us/retaildigitalrisk
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Affect IT systems, including systems
owned, operated, or—in the case of
cloud computing—rented

Security, privacy,
and data protection

Cybercrime

Digital pitfalls
Retail is
ranked the top target
for cybercriminals.
The average breach
cost is
2

Impact systems (e.g., supply chain
systems), people, and processes
(e.g., inventory management)

Omni-channel
experience

Customer
experience

Cloud

Operational risks

Technology
transitions

